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Supervisor's/Referee's Comments:
Ondfej Mandula spend a large time contributing to his thesis is my lab at King's College London
working on the details of reconstruction. He has an impressive background of optics, Fourier-
optics and image processing, which made him work very independently. In joined meetings we
discussed possible reconstruction tasks and he often surprised me by not only being able to realise
these ideas in a short time, but often providing insights beyond what was discussed.
He also showed an enthusiasm for the subject which I am sure will make him an even great
researcher in the future.
The thesis is very thorough work containing some of his original ideas. It is also excellently
presented and will be given to others for a detailed introduction to the field.
Questions raised (and to be answered by the author during the Thesis Defence):
How can a reconstruction deal with patterns illuminated through the objective lens, which also
possess a three-dimensional structure (e.g. 3 orders in the back-focal plane leading to 5 intensity
orders)?
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